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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative:  
       
1. The ratio of average load to the maximum demand during a given period is called_____ [  ] 

A) Diversity factor  B) Loss factor   C) Load factor  D) Demand factor. 
 

2. Distribution system losses depends upon_________                                                     [  ]                      
A)Inadequate size of conductor             B) Feeder length  
C) Low voltage                                      D) All the above. 
 

  3. Banking of distribution transformers means_____                                                               [ ] 
    A) Inter connection       B) Parallel connection     C) A &B        D) None of the above 
 
   4.       Diversity factor is always_______                                                                                       [ ] 
             A) <1.0              B) >1.0                     C) =1.0                 D) None 
 
   5.     Factors affecting the selection of primary feeder loading________                                    [ ]                    
              A) Nature of the load                     B) Load density of the area served  
               C) Growth rate of the load            D) All of the above. 
 
  6.    Voltage square factor =___________                                                                                 [           ] 
              A) Distance ratio+ Load ratio         B) Distance ratio - Load ratio 
              C) Distance ratio/ Load ratio         D) Distance ratio× Load ratio 
 
7.  In a feeder for a given value of transmitted power P and line length l, the  relationship between line loss 

and supply voltage is_______                                                                                               [ ] 
A) Inverse       B)  Direct         C)  Constant       D) None of the above 

 
8.         If the voltage drop is limited, the six feeders can carry ______ times as much load as the four feeders                 
            A)       1              B)     1.25            C)    1.5               D)    1.75        [ ] 
 
9.       The capacity of the substation is decided by considering______                                            [          ] 
           A) Line voltage      B) Load density      C) % VD of the feeder lines     D) all of the above. 
 
10.  The total load served by a feeder (S) = _______                                                                  [           ] 

A)  Area (A) × Load density (D)                    B)  Area (A) + Load density (D)                     
C) Area (A) - Load density (D)                       D) Area (A) / Load density (D)                      
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.   Diversity factor is given by___________. 
 
12.  The demand factor for domestic loads is _________. 
 
13.  The reliability of service continuity of the radial primary feeder is _____. 
 
14.  In loop type primary feeder, the size of the feeder conductor is kept _______ throughout the loop. 
 
15.  The part of the utility system which is between the distribution substation and the distribution transformer 

is called _______ 
 
16.  Loss factor is equal to ______ factor, when off peak load is zero. 
 
17.   The range of average lagging power factor for induction motors is _______. 
 
18.  Loading of a feeder during peak load conditions as measured at the substation is defined as      

________________. 
 
19.  Substation service area with ‘n’ primary feeders, then % VDn = __________________. 
 
20.  The two assumptions for the feeder circuits, for the relationship between the service areas of the four and 

six feeder patterns are _____________________. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative:  
       
1.  Diversity factor is always_______                                                                                       [ ] 
             A) <1.0              B) >1.0                     C) =1.0                 D) None 
 
 2.     Factors affecting the selection of primary feeder loading________                                    [ ]                    
              A) Nature of the load                     B) Load density of the area served  
               C) Growth rate of the load            D) All of the above. 
 
3.    Voltage square factor =___________                                                                                 [           ] 
              A) Distance ratio+ Load ratio         B) Distance ratio - Load ratio 
              C) Distance ratio/ Load ratio         D) Distance ratio× Load ratio 
 
4.  In a feeder for a given value of transmitted power P and line length l, the  relationship between line loss 

and supply voltage is_______                                                                                               [ ] 
A) Inverse       B)  Direct         C)  Constant       D) None of the above 

 
5.         If the voltage drop is limited, the six feeders can carry ______ times as much load as the four feeders                 
            A)       1              B)     1.25            C)    1.5               D)    1.75        [ ] 
 
6.       The capacity of the substation is decided by considering______                                            [          ] 
           A) Line voltage      B) Load density      C) % VD of the feeder lines     D) all of the above. 
 
7.  The total load served by a feeder (S) = _______                                                                  [           ] 

A)  Area (A) × Load density (D)                    B)  Area (A) + Load density (D)                     
C) Area (A) - Load density (D)                       D) Area (A) / Load density (D)                      

 
8. The ratio of average load to the maximum demand during a given period is called_____ [  ] 

A) Diversity factor  B) Loss factor   C) Load factor  D) Demand factor. 
 

9. Distribution system losses depends upon_________                                                     [  ]                      
A)Inadequate size of conductor             B) Feeder length  
C) Low voltage                                      D) All the above. 
 

10. Banking of distribution transformers means_____                                                               [ ] 
    A) Inter connection       B) Parallel connection     C) A &B        D) None of the above 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  In loop type primary feeder, the size of the feeder conductor is kept _______ throughout the loop. 
 
12.  The part of the utility system which is between the distribution substation and the distribution transformer 

is called _______ 
 
13.  Loss factor is equal to ______ factor, when off peak load is zero. 
 
14.   The range of average lagging power factor for induction motors is _______. 
 
15.  Loading of a feeder during peak load conditions as measured at the substation is defined as      

________________. 
 
16.  Substation service area with ‘n’ primary feeders, then % VDn = __________________. 
 
17.  The two assumptions for the feeder circuits, for the relationship between the service areas of the four and 

six feeder patterns are _____________________. 
 
18.   Diversity factor is given by___________. 
 
19.  The demand factor for domestic loads is _________. 
 
20.  The reliability of service continuity of the radial primary feeder is _____. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative:  
       
1.    Voltage square factor =___________                                                                                 [           ] 
              A) Distance ratio+ Load ratio         B) Distance ratio - Load ratio 
              C) Distance ratio/ Load ratio         D) Distance ratio× Load ratio 
 
2.  In a feeder for a given value of transmitted power P and line length l, the  relationship between line loss 

and supply voltage is_______                                                                                               [ ] 
A) Inverse       B)  Direct         C)  Constant       D) None of the above 

 
3.         If the voltage drop is limited, the six feeders can carry ______ times as much load as the four feeders                 
            A)       1              B)     1.25            C)    1.5               D)    1.75        [ ] 
 
4.       The capacity of the substation is decided by considering______                                            [          ] 
           A) Line voltage      B) Load density      C) % VD of the feeder lines     D) all of the above. 
 
5.  The total load served by a feeder (S) = _______                                                                  [           ] 

A)  Area (A) × Load density (D)                    B)  Area (A) + Load density (D)                     
C) Area (A) - Load density (D)                       D) Area (A) / Load density (D)                      

 
6. The ratio of average load to the maximum demand during a given period is called_____ [  ] 

A) Diversity factor  B) Loss factor   C) Load factor  D) Demand factor. 
 

7. Distribution system losses depends upon_________                                                     [  ]                      
A)Inadequate size of conductor             B) Feeder length  
C) Low voltage                                      D) All the above. 
 

8. Banking of distribution transformers means_____                                                               [ ] 
    A) Inter connection       B) Parallel connection     C) A &B        D) None of the above 
 
9.       Diversity factor is always_______                                                                                       [ ] 
             A) <1.0              B) >1.0                     C) =1.0                 D) None 
 
10.     Factors affecting the selection of primary feeder loading________                                    [ ]                    
              A) Nature of the load                     B) Load density of the area served  
               C) Growth rate of the load            D) All of the above. 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  Loss factor is equal to ______ factor, when off peak load is zero. 
 
12.   The range of average lagging power factor for induction motors is _______. 
 
13.  Loading of a feeder during peak load conditions as measured at the substation is defined as      

________________. 
 
14.  Substation service area with ‘n’ primary feeders, then % VDn = __________________. 
 
15.  The two assumptions for the feeder circuits, for the relationship between the service areas of the four and 

six feeder patterns are _____________________. 
 
16.   Diversity factor is given by___________. 
 
17.  The demand factor for domestic loads is _________. 
 
18.  The reliability of service continuity of the radial primary feeder is _____. 
 
19.  In loop type primary feeder, the size of the feeder conductor is kept _______ throughout the loop. 
 
20.  The part of the utility system which is between the distribution substation and the distribution transformer 

is called _______ 
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I. Choose the correct alternative:  
       
1.         If the voltage drop is limited, the six feeders can carry ______ times as much load as the four feeders                 
            A)       1              B)     1.25            C)    1.5               D)    1.75        [ ] 
 
2.       The capacity of the substation is decided by considering______                                            [          ] 
           A) Line voltage      B) Load density      C) % VD of the feeder lines     D) all of the above. 
 
3.  The total load served by a feeder (S) = _______                                                                  [           ] 

A)  Area (A) × Load density (D)                    B)  Area (A) + Load density (D)                     
C) Area (A) - Load density (D)                       D) Area (A) / Load density (D)   
                    

 
4. The ratio of average load to the maximum demand during a given period is called_____ [  ] 

A) Diversity factor  B) Loss factor   C) Load factor  D) Demand factor. 
 

5. Distribution system losses depends upon_________                                                     [  ]                      
A)Inadequate size of conductor             B) Feeder length  
C) Low voltage                                      D) All the above. 
 

6. Banking of distribution transformers means_____                                                               [ ] 
    A) Inter connection       B) Parallel connection     C) A &B        D) None of the above 
 
7.       Diversity factor is always_______                                                                                           [        ] 
             A) <1.0              B) >1.0                     C) =1.0                 D) None 
 
8.     Factors affecting the selection of primary feeder loading________                                    [ ]                    
              A) Nature of the load                     B) Load density of the area served  
               C) Growth rate of the load            D) All of the above. 
 
9.    Voltage square factor =___________                                                                                 [           ] 
              A) Distance ratio+ Load ratio         B) Distance ratio - Load ratio 
              C) Distance ratio/ Load ratio         D) Distance ratio× Load ratio 
 
10.  In a feeder for a given value of transmitted power P and line length l, the  relationship between line loss 

and supply voltage is_______                                                                                               [ ] 
A) Inverse       B)  Direct         C)  Constant       D) None of the above 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  Loading of a feeder during peak load conditions as measured at the substation is defined as      

________________. 
 
12.  Substation service area with ‘n’ primary feeders, then % VDn = __________________. 
 
13.  The two assumptions for the feeder circuits, for the relationship between the service areas of the four and 

six feeder patterns are _____________________. 
 
14.   Diversity factor is given by___________. 
 
15.  The demand factor for domestic loads is _________. 
 
16.  The reliability of service continuity of the radial primary feeder is _____. 
 
17.  In loop type primary feeder, the size of the feeder conductor is kept _______ throughout the loop. 
 
18.  The part of the utility system which is between the distribution substation and the distribution transformer 

is called _______ 
 
19.  Loss factor is equal to ______ factor, when off peak load is zero. 
 
20.   The range of average lagging power factor for induction motors is _______. 
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